Money Scripts: Understanding the Psychology
of Money and Wealth.
Have you ever thought about someone,
“They would be so successful if they could
just get out of their own way.”

By: Trina Brown, CFP®

Money Avoidance

Perhaps you’ve even thought that about yourself. Especially
when it comes to money. Sometimes what gets in the way
of our financial success are our subconscious beliefs about
money. These beliefs are deep and systemic in one’s thinking,
whether it’s conscious or not. Oftentimes they stem from
childhood. Lessons that your parents instilled in you, or what
you witnessed of their own monetary behaviors. These impressions can stay with people into adulthood.
Financial psychologists Drs.
Brad and Ted Klontz call these
assumptions “Money Scripts.”
According to Brad and Ted
Klontz, there are four types
of money scripts: Money
Avoidance, Money Worship,
Money Status, and Money
Vigilance. If unexamined
these four money scripts can
limit your financial choices
and lead to self-destructive behavior. The first step in prevention is building a foundational understanding of what
Money Scripts are and how you may be subconsciously
enacting them.

The first money script is called “Money Avoidance.” Although
it may sound foreign, engaging with Money Avoidance is
more common than you think. People with Money Avoidance scripts typically feel fear, disgust, or anxiety about
money. They believe that money corrupts. They may label
the wealthy as greedy, and think that they are better off
having less money. It all comes back to the belief that
money, and to a greater degree wealth, is inherently corrupt.
These beliefs are often deeply ingrained and they have a
real-life financial impact. Money Avoidance can lead people
down a difficult path to financial denial and dysfunction.
Many people with this belief feel deep down as if they don’t
deserve money and wealth. Additionally, there may be unconscious anxiety about money that causes them to avoid
thinking about their money, which can lead to overspending, missed payments, and monetary enabling.
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Money Worship
“Money Worship” takes
the understanding of the
importance of money
and financing to the
extreme opposite side
of the spectrum. People
who engage in Money
Worship believe money
rules everything around
them. That money holds
power, therefore having more money means
wielding more power.
Unlike Money Avoidance,
Money Worship can have a few benefits. We all need to
acquire money to live and more so to live comfortably. However, a Money Worshipper doesn’t stop there. Many people
who qualify as engaging in Money Worship use money
to chase happiness. They believe contentment lies within
the next thing or the next trip. They engage in compulsive
spending and convince themselves that spending money on
other people is a show of affection. Most of all, the mission to acquire more money and wealth is never-ending.
That’s because they’re chasing something that doesn’t exist.
Money will not solve all your problems. You’re more likely to
end up with a lot of Stuff and a lifelong belief that something better is just around the corner.

Money Status

“Money Status” is a close relative of “Money Worship.” Both
assign power, gravitas, and importance to money and the
people that have it. Whereas Money Worship is more externalized through the actions and recognition of money, Money Status is more internal. People who are subconsciously
Money Status believers evaluate their own self-worth based
on their net worth. They see material objects as another sign
of worth. They too, like Money Worshippers, always need to
have the next, newest Big Thing. The difference being that
the material objects aren’t used for show with other people,
rather it’s to convince themselves that they’re important
and successful. Those big-ticket objects are used to prop up
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their own self-esteem. Not shockingly, people who fall into
this category are frequently compulsive over-spenders due
to their constant quest to show off. Compulsive gambling
is also a common habit, as is hiding their spending habits
and becoming financially dependent because they outspend
their income. In that sense, the people who qualify as having this Money Script have the same symptoms of an addict.
Albeit an addition to money.

Money Vigilance

Money Vigilance has the most positive attributes of all the
Money Scripts. It is not without its drawbacks, however.
While it’s important to be financially responsible, we don’t
have to live life stressing over every penny. Someone who is
overly Money Vigilant can be rigid about adages like “Money
should be saved, not spent,” and ‘If you cannot pay cash for
something, you should not buy it.’ There’s nothing wrong
with asking yourself these questions when trying to determine a financial decision, but it’s important to remember
that you can and should spend your money responsibly. Yes,
we would save money if we never went out to eat, never
went on vacation, or went to see a sporting event. However,
life is short and we should enjoy it while it’s here. In many
cases, their stringent money-saving habits come from profound anxiety about money, and it’s what drives them to be
so Vigilant. Like other Money Scripts, people who are Money
Vigilant may find that they are never satisfied. No matter
how much they save or earn, they may always worry that it
isn’t enough.

Money Scripts Can Be Changed
It is possible to identify and to change one’s money scripts.
Sometimes just realizing that a money script is limiting your
choices can be enough to help you begin to “rescript” it. Just
like any behavior, it can be unlearned. Through research conducted by Brad and Ted Klonz, Money Scripts and people’s
relationship to them have a tan-gible impact on a person’s
net worth, income, and overall financial health. Talk to your
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ practitioner about what
limiting beliefs may be holding you back.

